Leadership Curriculum (Lesson)
An Idea by Steve Southard, Activities Director, Sonora High School, ssouthard@sonorahs.k12.ca.us

Your group is to teach a lesson. That lesson is to be on some aspect of leadership, such as communication, group effectiveness, team building, personal development, organization, problem solving, etc. As a suggestion, you might go to Google and search under such headings as “Leadership Lessons”, “Group Activities”, or “Leadership Activities”.

You will have two class periods to prepare, today and Thursday. I must have a brief description of your activity by the end of the period Thursday, February 1. In the event of duplication, the first group to turn in their description will get to do that activity. Lessons will begin on Monday, February 5, and all members of the group are to be involved in the lesson. If a member of the group is absent on the day of the lesson, he/she will not get credit for the assignment.

We will attempt to have two groups per day. However, if an activity goes too long, a group may be moved to the next day. You should be prepared to go a day early or a day later.